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Hi, I’m Hamza, and I am running to be your next Sports Officer. I’m a Business 
Management student who will create a welcoming, exciting atmosphere to encourage and 
engage participation in sports. My reason for running is based primarily in the knowledge 
that students have not been spoken for; my goal is to ensure students of all abilities are 
able to interact and feel part of a larger community as together, we are stronger.

Who am I?

Through my course, my part-time job and roles such as a Diversity and Inclusion 
Volunteer Ambassador, I have gained extensive knowledge, skills and experience to 
excel in this role. I believe I have what it takes to become your new sports officer, as I will 
communicate the ideas below effectively and be a personable point of contact for you. 

Experience

Welfare: Raise awareness of the benefits that sports has on health and wellbeing, working alongside the wellbeing 
officer in ensuring current athletes experiencing any difficulties (e.g. mental health or stress-related) are looked after. 
Furthermore, I wish to create a scheme encompassing all sport-related welfare services, to help students to improve 
their own health and wellbeing. 

Diversity and Equality in Sport: Ensure there is both equality and diversity in sports across the board. As one of the 
leading sports institutions in the UK, we can achieve even more by implementing gender equality and ethnic minorities 
in sport. I will also focus on making the sport facilities more accessible for people with disabilities and ensure that 
students of all different backgrounds are provided with the top facilities to practice sport with ease and comfort. 

Facilities: Cheaper monthly payment options for gym memberships at Sugden and Platt Lane Sports Complex, 
subsidised shuttle bus service so facilities can be easily accessed and utilised, and a female-only section in the gym 
which can be accessed at any time of the day. 

Pledges

Vote for me and I will assure you that the Union will represent and support you during 
your time at MMU, whether you’re an undergraduate or postgraduate. I know MMU Sport 
isn’t perfect, but I can make it the best from what I pledge to do. I hope that my dedication, 
passion and drive will make me your ideal Sports Officer to achieve so much more in 
sporting activities. I will work for you and with you, keeping your interests in mind.   

Why vote me?


